


Welcome back, readers!

We’re still slap bang in the middle 
of a worldwide pandemic, and as 
such we’re still tailoring some of 
our content to help you cope a little 
better in these strange times.

That’s why this issue’s Feature from 
contributor Craig Grannell gives all 
kinds of advice for working from 
home effectively. Craig has been 
freelancing comfortably from a 
home office for years, and with a few 
tweaks to your setup and routine you 
could be too.

Our How-to section also has some 
bits that may interest anyone going 
stir crazy from self-isolation. We talk 
through setting yourself up for a 
proper yoga class at home, and how 
to access countless comic books and 
graphic novels in a digital format.

There’s some great stuff in the 
Reviews section too – not least our 
conclusion of the Apple Watch apps 
roundup from two issues ago.

Finally, don’t forget to check the 
News section to see some of the 
ways Apple is using its music and TV 
roots in an attempt to make things a 
bit easier for everyone right now.

Until next time – wash your hands.

Tom Rolfe 
Editor-in-Chief
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Free Apple TV+

Many original Apple shows  
now free for a limited time

In a bid to support people stuck at home 
during the current pandemic, Apple has 
made a handful of its original TV+ shows 
completely free to stream for the time 
being.

Apple’s flagship The Morning Show 
still sits behind a paywall, along with a 
bunch of others. But close to half of its 
relatively small library is now available 
free. Specifically: Dickinson, Ghost 
Writer, Helpsters, For All Mankind, 
Servant, Snoopy in Space, The Elephant 
Queen, Little America.

Those are (mostly) some big shows! If 
you’ve been curious about one of these 
but reluctant to subscribe, now’s your 
chance to binge. It’s good to see some 
child-oriented fare included in the free 
package for those stuck at home trying 
to occupy the kids.

Many who recently bought a new Apple 
device already qualified for a free year 
of TV+, but for everyone else, this is a 
welcome change. You’ll still need an 
Apple ID to watch, but it’s worth noting 
that this is available on other devices like 
smart TVs, not just Apple kit.

There’s no precise time frame on the 
promotion, but we assume Apple will 
keep these shows free until things get 
better and not so many people are self-
isolating.

Meanwhile, plenty of other streaming 
providers have made similar moves. 
HBO and others have also made select 
shows free – here’s a full list – while 
we all try to cope in these strange and 
difficult times.  n



Together at home

Apple to live stream virtual 
concert curated by Lady Gaga

It’s a tough time at the moment for more 
or less everyone around the world as we 
try to curb the spread of the Coronavirus 
pandemic with lockdowns and social 
distancing. Despite events being 
canceled on an unprecedented scale, 
Apple is supporting a special broadcast 
in aid of fighting COVID-19. It might 
be the closest thing we get to a music 
festival this year, and it’s fundraising for a 
great cause.

One World: Together At Home is a 
virtual festival created by Global Citizen 
and the World Health Organization in 
collaboration with singer Lady Gaga. 
The show will be live-streamed across 
the globe on April 18 at 5 pm Pacific 
time. Apple is one of several sources set 
to host the live video stream, so you can 
be sure it’ll be easy to watch on your 
iPhone, iPad, or Apple TV.

Lady Gaga is the face of the event and 
responsible for curating many of the 
performers, which includes music 
legends Elton John, Paul McCartney, and 
Stevie Wonder alongside newer pop 
sensations Billie Eilish and Lizzo. There’s 
even space for David Beckham to make a 
(hopefully non-musical) appearance.

As well as streaming the event, Apple 
is making a $10 million donation to 
the COVID-19 Solidarity Response 
Fund, bringing the total raised to 
more than $35 million already. CEO 
Tim Cook confirmed Apple’s support 
in a FaceTime call with Lady Gaga on 
the Tonight Show, in which he said: 
“We are so proud to be a part of this.”

The event has already raised more 
than $35 million and hopefully that 
number will keep growing ahead 
of the April 18 live stream. You can 
read more from Global Citizen’s full 
statement here.  n

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9Cw_G6fhfM&feature=emb_title
https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/one-world-together-at-home-covid-19-broadcast/


Apple buys Dark Sky

Popular weather service set to 
improve iOS Weather app

One of the most popular weather 
services around, Dark Sky, has been 
bought by Apple for an undisclosed fee. 
This acquisition is big news, surely set to 
change the landscape of weather apps 
everywhere over the coming year or 
two. Here’s what might change.

Apple will improve its Weather app

The stock iOS Weather app is fine, 
but there have long been better 
alternatives out there. Dark Sky has been 
consistently up there as one of the best 
third-party weather apps for years so 
rolling its functionality into the Weather 
app would give Apple a big leg up in 
that department.

We don’t know exactly how things 
will change just yet, but it’s likely we’ll 
see Apple adopting popular Dark 
Sky features like real-time weather 
notifications and detailed weather 
maps. We could see these changes roll 
out as soon as iOS 14, but more likely 
Apple will take its time and hit us with a 
well-polished Weather update with next 
year’s iOS 15 instead.

Here’s what an updated Apple Weather 
app might look like. (Thanks to Parker 
Ortolani for these concept images.)

Apple’s Weather app doesn’t currently 
run on iPad or Mac, but we’d bet any big 
changes would include an expansion to 
those platforms – especially as Dark Sky 
is already available on iPad and via web 
browser from a desktop computer.

Dark Sky will shut down

Of course, Apple wants Dark Sky’s 
features and data for itself – so 
the original Dark Sky app and its 
dependents will be phased out. In a 
blog post, Dark Sky’s developers say the 
iOS app will remain in place for the time 
being but other platforms will not.

Android users can still use the app for 
another three months, but after that it’ll 
be shut down – with paid users in line for 
a refund. The Dark Sky website will also 
keep running for just three months.

Other apps will have to change

Remember, Dark Sky isn’t just a Weather 
app – it’s also a popular data source in its 
own right. (And a very good one at that, 
so long as you live in the US or the UK).

Third-party apps that utilize Dark Sky’s 
weather data have until the end of 2021 
to find an alternative data source. Most 
notably that means the popular CARROT 
Weather app will have to get its data 
elsewhere, but plenty of other apps 
also use Dark Sky’s API. Expect to see 
changes to many apps with a weather 
function over the next year or so as they 
change things up to compete.

For the majority of iPhone users, this 
is good news – it will make the free 
Weather app included with the device 
better than ever. But one thing’s for 
certain – it’s definitely going to shake up 
the competition!  n

https://twitter.com/ParkerOrtolani/status/1245086937821646849
https://twitter.com/ParkerOrtolani/status/1245086937821646849


Kickstarter Collection

Three amazing projects  
worth backing

Kickstarter is an amazing crowdfunding 
platform that helps bring creative 
projects to life, giving a fighting chance 
to all the great ideas out there without 
the capital to get off the ground. Many 
of those projects tie into our aim of 
helping you get the most from your 
iPhone and iPad, with creators pitching 
apps and accessories alike on the 
website.

Considering we’re slap-bang in the 
middle of a global pandemic, we’re 
trying not to go out and spend money 
on non-essential items. So supporting 
a Kickstarter project instead could be 
the perfect outlet for your spending – 
you can help a small business get off the 
ground, and (in most cases) you’ll get 
the finished product when the pandemic 
is over.

If you’re new to Kickstarter, pledging 
support is a bit like making a pre-order 
– your money will directly fund the 
product’s development, and you’ll 
often get an early copy for less than 
the eventual retail price. Plus the risk is 
minimal, as you’ll only be charged if the 
project meets its funding goal.

We’ve scoured the site to find some of 
the most interesting Kickstarter projects 
that incorporate or improve your Apple 
tech. Read on for three of our current 
faves that we think are worth backing.

Lumenate

Now here’s something we’ve not seen 
on the App Store before. Lumenate 
claims to be able to guide users into 
an “altered state of consciousness” 
using only the LED flash on the back of 
an iPhone. Fire up the app, close your 
eyes, and you’re away. The stroboscopic 
rhythms tap into the subconscious 
to create an immersive experience 
somewhere between deep meditation 
and drug-fueled psychedelia.

Though it may sound like hippy wizardry, 
this is actually a product designed by 
mechanical engineers and backed 
by world-leading neuroscientists. 
Anyone familiar with the Dreamachine 
experiments of the 1960s will recognize 
the concept, though the Lumenate team 
has supercharged the idea with modern 
technology and scientific research. 
When completed, it will provide a safe 
way to try out this kind of “mind palace” 
exploration – if you don’t like it, just 
open your eyes!

Lumenate’s creators say the app’s voice-
guided sessions are perfect for self-
improvement, “kickstarting valuable 
personal growth cycles and allowing 
you to understand yourself like never 
before.” Of course, it’s hard to know 
just how well this will all work in reality 
– but for just $10 you can help bring 
the project to life and nab yourself two 
months of full access when the app 
launches later this year.

If you’re curious, check out the 
Kickstarter page for more detail on the 
science behind the subconscious.

Berashield 2

iPhone cases are ten-a-penny, but for 
the most part they follow the same basic 
design – and many of them don’t offer 
adequate protection against drops. 
Berashield has a different idea, using 
a series of titanium plates to cover the 
weak spots while keeping as much 
of your device as possible exposed. 
This design is intended to maintain 
the feeling of using a “naked” phone 
without the risks. It’s certainly a striking 
look, especially with the red finish.

A combination of an aerospace-grade 
titanium backbone, a silicone pad, 
and shock-proof bumpers ensure your 
iPhone can take some serious impacts 
without damage. And for an extra 
pledge, they also make an aluminum 
battery and charger that connect with a 
super-strong magnet to provide wireless 
fast charging. Not only is it waterproof 
to IP-68 standards, but the battery even 
charge your phone underwater!

What really sold us on the concept is the 
fact that this is the second iteration of an 
already successful product. Berashield 
mark one already shipped, and the team 
is using customer feedback to improve it 
further for this next generation.

Berasheild 2 is compatible with the 
iPhone 8 and up, plus the smaller 
iPhone SE model. You can check out the 
Kickstarter page for more info.

PICO

As everyone settles into a new pace of 
life thanks to the pandemic, many of 
us are experimenting with houseplants 
for the first time. But if you don’t have 
a green thumb and a lot of spare time, 
it can be difficult to keep your flora 
thriving. “Watering too little can kill your 
plants, but so can too much,” explains 
PICO’s designer. “Getting it right takes 
time and experience. Not many of us 
have it.”

“Oh,” you might be thinking. “Is this 
an app that helps me water my plants 
properly?” Not quite. In fact, breaking 
our own roundup rules, this project 
doesn’t require your iPhone at all. The 
pots themselves do all the work. Using 
a smart self-watering system and LED 
grow lights, this is a set-it-and-forget-it 
approach to plant parenthood.

PICO’s “high-performance power-
efficient LEDs” ensure successful growth 
even without natural sunlight. Three 
types of mount ensure it’ll fit somewhere 
even if you’re short of space. Just top up 
the water reservoir once a week or so 
and it automatically feeds your plants 
as and when they need it. Plus you can 
chain multiple pots together to create a 
whole wall display!

Sure, in some ways an automated plant 
waterer is an unnecessary luxury, but 
pre-industrial farmers probably said 
the same thing about the combine 
harvester.

If nothing else, it’s a great look at how 
technology can be used to make things 
easier – read more on Kickstarter.  n

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dreamachine
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/lumenate/lumenate-safe-scientific-subconscious-exploration/description
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/berashield/berashield-2-total-protection-system-for-smartphone?ref=discovery&term=iphone
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/hrbstn/pico-a-farm-in-your-palm-growing-is-fun-again?ref=section-design-tech-view-more-discovery-p1
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Watch This Space

The best Apple Watch apps  
that are also great on iPhone: 

part two

Skepticism surrounded the Apple 
Watch’s early days, but Apple’s 

wearable has since grown to dominate 
the industry. Some modern iterations 
even work as independent devices, 
enabling you to make calls without your 
iPhone. Truly, Apple Watch is evolving 
into its own thing – a tiny standalone 
computer you wear on your wrist.

The device is primarily designed for 
occasional, infrequent use. Even so, 
apps can boost its utility. But with 
many thousands to choose from, which 
should you install first? And which 
of those will give you more for your 
investment, by also being an excellent 
addition to your iPhone?

That’s what this roundup is all about. 
It’s not your typical ‘best Apple Watch 
app’ list, but instead covers apps that 
are superb on both devices. Which 
means even if you don’t own an Apple 
Watch, every one of these apps comes 
recommended anyway.

Editor’s note: this second part of our 
massive Apple Watch roundup covers 
travel, entertainment, and fitness apps. 
If you missed it, check back two issues 
ago for part one, which looks at work, 
productivity, and general time-saving. 



This weather app values snark almost 
as much as detailed forecasts. You get 
all the usual info, housed in a gorgeous 
interface, but also a human-hating ‘AI’ 
offering colorful and sometimes surreal 
commentary.

On the iPhone, CARROT Weather 
has a bright, vibrant interface, packed 
with detail that’s very easy to scan 
through. But also, it’s fun (including a 
secret location game) and has plenty of 
personality (mostly sarcasm) – and so 
you’ll actually enjoy using it.

On Apple Watch, all this detail and 
taunting is crammed into a single 
scrolling pane. Again, beautiful design 
makes info easy to peruse, and taps let 
you delve into a forecast’s finer details. 
Note that complication customization 
and some other Apple Watch features 
require a Premium IAP subscription.

CARROT WEATHER

CARROT WEATHERCARROT WEATHER

PRICE:  $5/£5 (+IAP)    SIZE:  154 MB

Plenty of mapping apps deal with 
public transport, but Citymapper’s 
the best if you live in a supported city. 
Its sense of focus and how it provides 
information at opportune moments 
propels it beyond all rivals.

On the iPhone, Citymapper figures out 
where you are, asks where you want 
to go, and then outlines all the options 
for doing so. You’ll get everything from 
a walking time (including how many 
calories that will burn) through to bus 
routes with real-time locations of the 
vehicles.

On Apple Watch, Citymapper is 
primarily designed to provide details 
of your current journey – and relevant 
alerts as it happens. The complications 
can put your ETA and directions on your 
watch face, too, ensuring you’re up 
to date the instant your Apple Watch 
display wakes.

CITYMAPPER

CITYMAPPERCITYMAPPER

PRICE:  Free    SIZE:  274 MB

This currency converter has an interface 
that’s been carefully optimized for 
whatever device you’re using it on, 
thereby boosting efficiency and 
usability. There’s a 14-day free trial, 
too, which may be enough for an entire 
holiday.

On the iPhone, Elk doesn’t have you 
type in figures, but instead loads up an 
at-a-glance currency conversion table. 
Zeroes can be added and removed 
with swipes. It’s location-aware, too, 

and will default to helping you convert 
to and from the local currency to your 
own.

On Apple Watch, Elk is a mite more 
traditional, but also very smartly 
designed. Once you’ve selected your 
currencies, you rotate the Digital Crown 
to adjust values, and swipe to add or 
remove digits. It’s really sleek stuff. 
Tap one and you can see its current 
location.

ELK

ELKELK

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  41 MB

A mobile dictaphone of sorts, Just Press 
Record has some additional smarts 
over merely recording: your memos 
are synced across iCloud, and their 
contents can be quickly transcribed.

On the iPhone, the app has a lot in 
common with Voice Memos, in that 
you can quickly record audio and have 
it sync between devices. But Just Press 
Record is superior for management, 
and allows you to transcribe a 
recording with a single tap.

On Apple Watch, Just Press Record is 
simplified to a recorder, but one that 
can record in the background, and also 
without requiring your iPhone. The 
next time your devices are together, 
your memos are sent across – and then 
synced to iCloud.

JUST PRESS RECORD

JUST PRESS RECORDJUST PRESS RECORD

PRICE:  $5/£5    SIZE:  7.2 MB

https://itunes.apple.com/app/carrot-weather-talking-forecast-robot/id961390574?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/citymapper-ultimate-real-time/id469463298?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/elk-travel-currency-converter/id1189748820
https://itunes.apple.com/app/just-press-record/id1033342465?mt=8


Assuming you’re OK having a Facebook 
account, this app lets you message or 
call anyone on the service. And, yes, 
we know: Messages and FaceTime exist 
– but not everyone has Apple kit.

On the iPhone, Messenger lets you 
chat with people, and add creative 
elements to your conversations, such as 
stickers and ridiculous photo filters. You 
can video chat with multiple people, 
too.

On Apple Watch, the app is more 
limited – video calls on your wrist 
remain the preserve of science 
fiction. Still, you can scan your recent 
messages, and send replies, without 
fishing out your phone.

MESSENGER

MESSENGERMESSENGER

PRICE:  Free    SIZE:  255 MB

This app is for exploring the heavens, 
whether you want to know which stars 
are overhead, what a particular spot on 
the ISS looks like, or when Venus is next 
going to rise above the horizon.

On the iPhone, you can explore the 
night sky by moving your device or 
swiping with a finger. Search quickly 
gets you to specific objects, which 
can then be plucked from the sky and 
explored in 3D or AR.

On Apple Watch, Night Sky is 
impressively ambitious, and presents as 
a cut-down version of the iPhone app. 
So you can raise your arm and identify 
objects, and find out more about the 
current selection with a tap.

NIGHT SKY

NIGHT SKYNIGHT SKY

PRICE:  Free or $4/month    SIZE:  942 MB

This app cleverly combines voice 
memos and note-taking. You record 
your audio, and can at any point embed 
a ‘#TimeTag’, which when later tapped 
will jump to the relevant point in the 
recording.

On the iPhone, this is a swish, neatly 
designed note-taker. You can integrate 
images, and text is smartly time-
stamped. The audio component works 
well, and ‘#TimeTags’ make it easy to 
create shortcuts to audio that can later 
help you flesh out brief notes.

On Apple Watch, the app lacks the 
text component – after all, no-one types 
out lengthy notes on their wrist. But you 
can record audio, and add ‘#TimeTags’ 
that’ll help you later quickly get at the 
most interesting bits.

NOTED

NOTEDNOTED

PRICE:  Free or $3/month    SIZE:  177 MB

This game is designed to give your 
memory a serious workout. You 
must remember rules across a series 
of rounds, and tap relevant tiles to 
proceed. It looks cute, but is every inch 
the brain-smasher.

On the iPhone, you get the full Rules! 
experience. For every round you 
complete, another rule is added – but 
they’re never displayed again. You 
must nonetheless clear tiles by obeying 
all rules you’ve been given, in reverse 
order. Easy in round five – not so much 
by round 50.

On Apple Watch, the game becomes 
a simpler daily mini-game. The basic 
rules are the same, but the grid is 
smaller (two-by-two rather than four-
by-four). Ideal fodder when waiting 
in a queue. Just don’t wail when you 
erroneously tap a unicorn when you 
should have gone for a fox.

RULES!

RULES!RULES!

PRICE:  $3/£3    SIZE:  63 MB

https://apps.apple.com/app/messenger/id454638411
https://apps.apple.com/app/night-sky/id475772902
https://apps.apple.com/app/noted/id1149425482
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/rules!/id840811083


This fitness app arrived at the dawn of 
the App Store, and has subsequently 
evolved into a feature-rich and 
complete exercise-tracking suite.

On the iPhone, the app tracks runs, 
walks and bike rides. The ongoing 
data readout is clear as day, and when 
you’re done you can delve into all 
kinds of facts, figures, and maps. Pay 
a subscription and you get premium 
training plans and workouts, too.

On Apple Watch, Runkeeper is a mini-
me to its iPhone incarnation. You still 
get all the important stats on your wrist, 
and you don’t even need your phone to 
be with you. Assuming you’ve a Series 
2 Apple Watch or newer, you’ll even 
get mapping and pace information.

RUNKEEPER

RUNKEEPERRUNKEEPER

PRICE:  Free    SIZE:  168 MB

A little slice of app magic that anyone 
can understand, Shazam listens to 
music that’s playing and can name 
almost any song in seconds, thereby 
defusing millions of arguments across 
the globe.

On the iPhone, Shazam starts life as a 
blue circle, pulsating to a song’s beat, 
and then becomes a combination of 
Wikipedia and advert. You can browse 
lyrics and artist info, grab the song on 
Apple Music, or open it in a range of 
streaming services.

On Apple Watch, things are stripped 
right back to the blue circle, and the 
cover art of the song that’s playing. 
Results are shared with your iPhone, if 
you want more info, and aren’t still busy 
marveling at your wrist-based device 
playing Name That Tune.

SHAZAM

SHAZAMSHAZAM

PRICE:  Free    SIZE:  43 MB

Obsessing about weight isn’t 
healthy, and so we’re a bit hesitant to 
recommend a weight tracker. But if you 
do want to keep tabs on your weight 
and BMI, this app makes doing so easy.

On the iPhone, the app is suitably 
simple. You drag a quick-entry bar, 
and tap Save New Weight when happy 
with the figure. This is then displayed 
alongside your BMI. Stats link with 
HealthKit so you can view historical 
data.

On Apple Watch, Simple Scales has 
a similar elegance. Twiddle the digital 
crown until the correct weight is 
shown, tap Save Weight, watch the big 
green checkmark appear, and then get 
on with your life.

SIMPLE SCALES

SIMPLE SCALESSIMPLE SCALES

PRICE:  $1/£1    SIZE:  22 MB

This workout app wants to simplify the 
process of you getting fitter. It offers 
a streamlined interface, a range of 
exercises, and options that range from 
a six-minute ‘quick’ session to the aptly 
named 30-minute ‘extreme’.

On the iPhone, Streaks Workout is 
fast and refined. You choose exercises 
you’re happy to do, a workout length, 
and you then get started. If you fancy 
customizing things, that’s possible, 
too. Stats and timers are built in, and 
workouts are saved to Health.

On Apple Watch, you kick off a six-, 
12-, 18-, or 30-minute exercise routine 
right from your wrist. When you’re 
done with each set, you tap the screen 
to continue – or curl up in a heap on 
regretting going for that half-hour 
option.

STREAKS WORKOUT

STREAKS WORKOUTSTREAKS WORKOUT

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  284 MB

https://itunes.apple.com/app/id300235330?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/app/shazam/id284993459?mt=8
https://apps.apple.com/app/simple-scales-weight-tracker/id1144473563
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/streaks-workout/id1044950341


NETNEWSWIRENETNEWSWIRE

DEVELOPER: Brent Simmons
PRICE:  Free to download

IAP:  None 
SIZE:  9.8 MB 
VERSION:  1.0

A fast RSS app for reliable news

RSS feed apps used to be a thing in 
the early days of the App Store, but 

they’ve since fallen out of fashion. As 
websites have optimized for mobile 
and social media has taken on the 
mantle of news aggregator, far fewer 
people seem to want or need an app 
to pull all their daily news sources 
together.

You could argue that the world needs 
a good RSS feed reader now more 
than ever, though, given the dire 
straights that traditional media is in, 
and the heinous distortions that are 
rife on Facebook. And NetNewsWire is 
precisely that: a good RSS feed app.

Existing RSS apps such as Unread, 
Reeder, and Feedly continue to provide 
a polished enough service. But they 
can also be a little fussy, sluggish, and 
overwhelming. NetNewsWire cuts 
through the bloat with a light and zippy 
interface and a thoughtful feature set.

NNW wears its no-nonsense open 
source directness on its sleeve. Jump 
into the app for the first time and 
you’re confronted with the main Feeds 
page, filled out with what seems to 
be developer Brent Simmons’s own 
selections. There’s no step-by-step 
tutorial with artful animations and 
stylish fonts here.

You want to delete those initial feeds? 
It’s as simple as swiping them to the 
left, or long-pressing and hitting 
Delete. You want to add your own news 
feeds in their place? Of course you do – 
just hit the + button at the bottom right 
of the screen and tap in the URL of your 
favorite website or blog feed.

NNW places a certain amount of trust in 
its users’ base level of intelligence and 
tech-savviness. It seems to know that 
its users understand the basic language 
of apps after more than a decade. 
Thankfully it does so with good taste 
and judgement, and without devolving 
into esoteric nerdiness.

Simple but welcome little touches 
abound, such as the way it 
automatically pastes in a copied URL 
when adding a feed. Or the ability to 
quickly mark all as read on a feed-by-
feed or account-by-account basis.

Talking of accounts, you can also import 
feeds from a couple of other RSS feed 
services in Feedbin and Feedly, which 
takes much of the sting out of switching 
services.

NNW is unlikely to restore us to the 
glory days of the RSS feed reader 
boom. With the shuttering of Google 
Reader in 2013 and the subsequent 
shift to other technologies, not all 
websites are set up to provide RSS 
feeds these days. You’ll quite often 
find yourself confronted by an error 
message when you try to add one in the 
app.

But there’s still ample scope to build 
your own custom news hub, and 
NNW is one of the cleanest and least 
annoying ways to achieve a balanced 
news diet in some time.  n

THE GOOD

Clean, bloat-free interface

Fast performance

Thoughtful features

THE BAD

No guidance on how to use

RSS not that widespread anymore

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

A sharp RSS app to cut 
through fake news

REVIEW by JON MUNDY

New stories are presented  
simply and cleanly

There’s nothing flashy about  
NNW’s presentation

Deleting feeds is as easy  
as swiping left

The app pastes in copied  
URLs automatically

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/netnewswire-rss-reader/id1480640210


BOMB CHICKENBOMB CHICKEN

DEVELOPER: NITROME
PRICE: $5/£5

IAP: None
SIZE:  337 MB 
VERSION:  1.0

A tasty retro-style arcade treat – 
assuming you can stand the heat

It was level eight before we shouted 
the kind of expletive at Bomb Chicken 

that would require quite a few bleeps 
had it been uttered on television. Our 
fine fowl was being chased along a 
corridor by a screen-high circular saw, 
determined to fillet the hero. This was 
attempt number ten. Seconds from 
victory, the chicken was sliced in two 
yet again.

The frustration produced by this kind 
of demanding challenge would usually 
be enough to make even a hardy 
gamer quit. No matter Bomb Chicken’s 
gorgeous retro visuals, fab soundtrack, 
and tight controls. So we need to 
rewind a bit, because there’s more to 
this game than detonating your temper.

Bomb Chicken exists in a world where 
fast food is literally addictive. In the 
facility where a mysterious blue hot 
sauce is made, you need to discover 
the secret ingredient.

You also happen to be a chicken, who’s 
been altered after the egg he was 
once ensconced in came into contact 
with toxic waste (or perhaps just sauce 
overflow), resulting in said fowl being 
able to lay bombs instead of eggs.

You can see where this is going: the 
chicken must search the facility, using 
bombs to blow holes in walls and deal 
with deadly foes. There are gems to 
pick up as well, which between levels 
can be used to permanently upgrade 
your finite set of lives.

Initially, it’s grin-inducing stuff. The 
visuals are superb — retro-infused, 
but with a great sense of humor, and 
animation that’s a world beyond 1980s 
videogame hits. The controls mostly 
work well – you slide a thumb to move, 
and tap to lay a bomb. Satisfyingly, 
you can lay entire piles of bombs and 
then slam into the bottom of the tower, 
sending them all skidding across the 
screen.

Occasionally, though, things don’t 
quite go to plan. You’ll lay a bomb 
instead of move, or vice-versa. 
Normally, that would be a minor 
irritation; but in Bomb Chicken, any 
slight error eventually results in the 
protagonist becoming an ex-chicken. 
And so we return to the beginning of 
this review: swearing at the screen, as 
the game yet again shows us up for not 
being perfect.

The question is whether you’ll endure 
under such pressure. Modern mobile 
games trained everyone to assume 
they’ll get infinite lives and plenty of 
checkpoints, in order to best any level. 
Often, it’s possible to just brute-force 
your way to the end. Bomb Chicken 
bites (pecks?) back, with more retro-
oriented thinking. Die and you start 
the current section again. Lose all 
your lives, and you restart the level 
(although, fortunately, not the entire 
game).

So are you a tough ol’ bird or just plain 
chicken? Grab this game and you’ll find 
out soon enough. But even if you do 
fail often during play, everything else 
about Bomb Chicken will likely find you 
coming back for another go — even if 
your language has by then become as 
blue as the game’s hot sauce.  n

THE GOOD

Wonderful visuals

Solid controls

Varied level design

THE BAD

Can be very frustrating

A bit short

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Tough but beautiful and 
compelling platformer

REVIEW BY CRAIG GRANNELL

Bombs and chickens.  
What’s not to like?

A rather creative boss fight

Chicken, run!

Watch out for that giant,  
ominous circular saw...

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/bomb-chicken/id1153001238


NEONIMONEONIMO

DEVELOPER: Chris Williams
PRICE:  $3/£3 

IAP:  None
SIZE:  67 MB 

VERSION:  1.0.4

This complex and tactical turn-based 
competitive game can be a lot of fun 

Neonimo could be called “Tetris 
reimagined.” The new title takes 

the essence of what we know and love 
about Tetris and updates it – adding 
turn-based competitive gameplay, 
weapons, special powers, and more. It 
all sounds great on paper – and could 
even be a lot of fun. But should you 
mess with a classic gaming formula? 
Let’s find out.

The aim in Neonimo is to build a path 
from your base to your opponent’s, 
across a large, square grid. The game 
borrows a lot from Tetris – you use 
Tetris-style shapes to build your path, 
and you often have to slot pieces 
together to navigate the board. 

The game also has a neon retro 
aesthetic, which includes an electronic 
soundtrack that oozes 80s Tetris vibes.

The pieces you get are randomly 
released on a rolling basis. In order to 
place them on the board, you need 
energy; one piece of energy is released 
every so often for each player. As such, 
the gameplay is staggered; you’re 
forced to be tactical, as you can only 
place one piece every few seconds. 
Turns on a timer.

An attack ability also recharges in 
the game – this lets you sever your 
opponent’s path, cutting them off from 
reaching your base and forcing them to 
forge a new route.

Then there are Neonimo’s economic 
buildings. This is where the game 
borrows from abstract city builders and 
real-time strategy titles. First, you can 
create a power generator by placing 
two four-by-four squares next to one 
another on the board. This boosts your 
energy production, letting you place 
shapes at a faster rate.

It’s also possible to claim neutral 
buildings that are already on the board 
by connecting your path to them. These 
grant various perks, such as a 15% 
supply increase or an energy boost, 
and could be a real game-changer for 
you – or your opponent.

What emerges from all this is a tactical 
race to get to your opponent’s base 
while capturing buildings, severing 
paths, and creating power stations 
to maximize your energy production. 
And you know what? It can be a lot of 
fun – especially when playing against a 
friend who’s sat across from you, on the 
other side of your iPad.

The disappointment with Neonimo 
involves gameplay on iPhone. Because 
the game uses a square grid for its 
game board, there’s a lot of dead space 
at the top and bottom of the iPhone 
app’s screen. Everything else has to be 
shrunk down to fit in the smaller space, 
making icons and neutral buildings 
really hard to read.

It all feels a bit cramped, and so 
Neonimo is a game we’d only fully 
recommend if you can play it on an 
iPad.

Aside from that, Neonimo is a lot of 
fun. There are five different gameplay 
modes where you take on AI 
opponents in different scenarios and 
with increasing levels of difficulty. And 
as mentioned, you can challenge a 
friend or family member to play locally, 
too. Unfortunately, online play isn’t 
available yet. It’d be great to see this 
added in a future release.

So for fans of Tetris and/or strategy 
games looking for something new to 
try, Neonimo could be worth its $3 
price-tag – but only if you have an iPad 
at home.  n

THE GOOD

Fun, tactical gameplay

Great Tetris vibes

Electro-retro soundtrack

THE BAD

Too cramped on iPhone

No online gameplay

Doesn’t support landscape on iPad

DOWNLOAD

3.5

VERDICT

Complex and 
competitive strategy

REVIEW by JOE WHITE

Building a neon path

Energy generators add  
complexity to the strategy

Neonimo on iPhone feels cramped

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/neonimo/id1454045529


DISNEY+DISNEY+

DEVELOPER: Disney
PRICE:  Free to download

IAP:  $6/£6 monthly or $60/£60 yearly
SIZE:  226 MB 

VERSION:  1.4.4

Disney’s streaming service hits iOS

At the time of writing, with so many 
of us confined to our homes, we 

may like to think we’re utilizing our 
time creatively, but in reality we’re just 
watching Netflix. Maybe a bit of Hulu 
or Apple TV+. And you know what, if 
we are spending that time creatively, 
it’s only because we’re already watched 
everything on Netflix. But fear not! Put 
down the paintbrush! Return to your 
sofa! Disney + has arrived!

(True, it arrived some months ago for the 
US, but many other regions have just 
recently gotten access.)

So, a bit of background. Netflix had the 
benefit of a few years’ headstart over 
most other streaming platforms. It was 
able to laugh off its early poor choice 
of recycled movies and TV series with 
an eventual array of quality originals, 
leaving it as the defacto choice for 
streaming subscriptions.

It stayed that way for a while, but now 
people are increasingly finding room 
in their lives for another service. That’s 
the second tier of subscriptions that the 
likes of Apple and Disney want to fill.

Thankfully, Apple and Disney’s offering 
are both pretty siloed and specific so 
they may both find a decent audience. 
But because Apple is eschewing non-
Apple content, it’ll take a good while 
for them to build enough content for 
it to be an essential service. But as for 
Disney, well… it’s quite the opposite. 
On first impressions, even though 
you know they owned pretty much 
everything, you may have forgotten just 
how much “pretty much everything” 
entails.

While on one hand their heavy hitters 
may appeal to a certain subset of 
movie-watchers, that subset is quite 
big. We’re talking all the Marvel 
movies, we’re talking all the Star Wars 
movies, and we’re talking every season 
of the Simpsons.

What else? Well, the big-budget Star 
Wars exclusive series The Mandalorian 
for starters, origin of all those Baby 
Yoda memes.

Okay, okay, enough Star Wars, what 
else? Well, we forgot how many classic 
movies had some kind of Disney 
connection here, from Cool Runnings, 
to Mrs Doubtfire, all the way back to the 
early animated classics like Snow White 
and Fantasia to the early Mickey Mouse 
shorts… practically every decade of 
moving pictures is represented.

And it’s digging into these archives 
which is where Disney + really shines. 
And we’re not just talking the old stuff. 
You know all those animated shorts that 
play before Pixar movies at the movies? 
They’re all here. Oh, and all the actual 
Pixar movies… because of course 
Disney owns Pixar, because Disney 
owns everything.

Because that’s basically the crux of it. 
While it doesn’t have the depth and 
breadth of Netflix – or much adult-
oriented content – the sheer quality of 
what’s on offer is undeniable. Disney’s 
family focus over multiple decades 
really pays off. As cable packages 
fail and everyone moves to online 
streaming subscriptions, you can easily 
see Disney+ becoming an essential.

But what about the app itself? Is it 
a massive pain? Is that where it falls 
down? Well, no, sorry. It turns out 
Disney put some of those millions it’s 
been using to buy everything into some 
decent software development. It’s 
simple, it works a treat. The home page 
is just an endless stream of swipeable 
movie posters categorized by familiarly 
non-specific categories like ‘originals’, 
‘trending’ and ‘hit movies’, which put 
the big hitters like Avatar, Pirates of the 
Caribbean and Toy Story up front. 

You’ll also find more specific/sensible 
categories like ‘Animated movies’ and 
‘Marvel Cinematic Universe’. It does a 
better job of segmenting movies than 
a lot of other services, where it seems 
you’re shown the same seven picks 
again and again.

Its player is also simple and can be 
easily streamed via AirPlay – or played 
natively on Apple TV using the tvOS 
app – so you’re not just tied to your 
device. It saves your place so you can 
easily jump back in, and it allows you 
to download, unlike Netflix, everything 
for offline viewing. That’s the commute 
sorted.

We think Disney is on to a winner 
here. Their vast vault, which they’ve 
historically been reticent to fully open, 
has been well and truly blasted wide. 
And we’d say they’ve picked the 
perfect time to do it.  n

THE GOOD

Simple design

Great, varied selection

Well-priced

THE BAD

Occasionally loses your place

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

Stream all the classics, 
plus more

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

The app interface won’t be 
unfamiliar if you use other  

streaming services

There’s no doubt there’s a bunch of 
stone-cold classics on Disney+

There are some surprising inclusions, 
such as all 30 years of The Simpsons

The search function is decent too  
and allows you to easily search  

for things via genre

And of course, there’s a bunch  
of old Mickey videos

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/disney/id1446075923


It might have been a while since you 
last played an old school arcade 

shoot ’em up, but Beat Hazard 2 offers 
a major incentive to dip back into 
this intense genre. At first glance it’s 
regular spaceships-and-lasers stuff, but 
there’s a twist. The game lets you play 
your own music in the background, 
and then alters the ebb and flow 
of the action to fall in sync with the 
beat. Your favorite tunes will even 
influence the shape of the procedurally 
generated boss ships.  n

BEAT HAZARD 2BEAT HAZARD 2
PRICE:  $5/£5
SIZE:  74.3 MB    VERSION:  1.12

Google was a bit slow on the uptake 
with the whole podcasting thing, 

but the official Google Podcasts app 
has finally rocked up on iOS. It offers 
a very clean experience, centered on 
three tabs. The home screen shows you 
all the podcasts you’re subscribed to, 
while the other two handle Explore and 
Activity functions. The key to Google 
Podcasts’ success, though, will be 
the quality of Google’s algorithmic 
recommendation system compared 
to its big-hitting rivals. It could be a 
contender, provided Google actually 
sticks at it.  n

DOWNLOAD

GOOGLE  GOOGLE  
PODCASTSPODCASTS  
 
PRICE:  Free
SIZE:  48 MB    VERSION:  1.0

DOWNLOAD

A  powerful-looking translation app 
that lets you take a photo of any 

text, whether it be on a document, a 
website, a street sign or a mug, and 
have it translated into any language 
you like. It’ll also translate verbal 
communication, and has a full voice to 
voice conversation function. The only 
apparent hitch that we can see is that 
it seems rather expensive next to the 
free Google Translate, but then not 
everyone’s such a big fan of Google 
these days.  n

DOWNLOAD

TRANSLATECAMTRANSLATECAM
 
PRICE:  Free ($30/£30 yearly)
SIZE: 36 MB    VERSION:  1.2

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/google-podcasts/id1398000105
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/beat-hazard-2/id1488616604
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/translatecam/id1502967101


FEATURE

Working from home 
 

How to take advantage of  
your Apple kit when working 

away from the office

Many people suddenly find 
themselves working from home 
for the first time. This can be an 
unsettling experience; but when 
armed with the right hardware, set-
up, and apps, everything can go a lot 
more smoothly.

Here are our tips for keeping you 
productive and fighting fit.

The perfect set-up
Where possible, carve out a semi-
permanent space for your ‘office’. 
If you’ve room, this should be 
somewhere you can leave your work 
gear and ‘leave’ at the end of the day, 
and that’s as free as possible from 
distractions.

Ensure your home office is beneficial 
to your physical well-being. We’ve 
outlined our perfect set-up before 
(see Swipe issue #174, Best Weather 
Apps, June 2019, for a refresher) 
although you may not want to splash 
out too much cash (for example, on a 
standing desk) if your home office is 
only to be temporary.

Even so, get yourself a reasonably 
good chair (your back will not thank 
you for working at a dining table), and 
raise your screen — be it a laptop or 
iPad — to eye height. A pile of books 
will do for this, if you don’t want to 
buy a stand; but do make sure your 
device is secure and stable, or it’ll 
cost you a whole lot more should your 
pride and joy crash to the floor!

Once that’s all done, control apps 
with an external Bluetooth keyboard 
and mouse/trackpad. If your iPad is 
running iPadOS 13.4 or later, it has 
full cursor support, meaning you 
needn’t interact with the touchscreen 
while working.

Should you need help concentrating, 
White Noise+ (free + $3/£3) and 
Brian Eno : Reflection ($31/£30) 
block noise without distracting you in 
a way radio or music might.

Organizing your day
Even if you primarily use a laptop, 
look at utilizing your iPhone or iPad 
for specific tasks. In particular, get 
social media off of your main work 
screen (and limit usage on mobile by 
way of Screen Time), unless it’s a vital 
part of your job.

An iPhone can be great for other 
tasks, too: turn yours into a desktop 
world clock with The Clocks (free), 
if you have clients and colleagues 
around the globe; also, track and 
read news with NetNewsWire (free), 
and stash long-reads for later in 
Pocket (free).

iPhone and iPad alike can be excellent 
second screens for scheduling with 
Apple’s Calendar or Fantastical 
($5/£5 monthly) with its new time-
zone, weather, and meeting smarts. 
Having said schedule on your device 
means less flicking between apps 
(and therefore fewer distractions) on 
your computer. 

Similarly, getting messaging and 
settings on to a second display, 
respectively with Slack (free) and 
Zoom (free), is a good idea — and 
Zoom’s much-derided security and 
privacy issues are greatly reduced on 
iPhone/iPad.

by CRAIG GRANNELL

WHITE NOISE+

REFLECTION

THE CLOCKS

NETNEWSWIRE

POCKET

FANTASTICAL

SLACK

ZOOM

https://apps.apple.com/app/white-noise-sound-machine/id1129993224
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/brian-eno-reflection/id1180524479
https://apps.apple.com/app/the-clocks-alarm-world-clock/id403684793
https://apps.apple.com/app/netnewswire-rss-reader/id1480640210
https://apps.apple.com/app/pocket-save-read-grow/id309601447
https://apps.apple.com/app/fantastical-calendar-tasks/id718043190
https://apps.apple.com/app/slack/id618783545
https://apps.apple.com/app/zoom-cloud-meetings/id546505307


Need to keep yourself honest and not 
mess around with your phone all the 
time — or are the type of person who 
barrels along for hours and therefore 
needs a break time reminder?

Either way, install Bear Focus Timer 
($2/£2) on your iPhone. It’s a superb, 
simple work/break timer, which only 
runs when your phone is face-down 
(and therefore ‘out of reach’). 

And when it’s time for a breather, 
try short equipment-free exercise 
sessions with Streaks Workout 
($4/£4) or a spot of meditation with 
Oak (free).

Beyond the basics
Many companies mandate specific 
work and productivity tools for 
typical office documents, most often 
centering around Microsoft Office or 
Google’s G Suite. 

However, even if Word or Google 
Docs is the final resting place for your 
text, consider taking advantage of 
iPad apps to focus more clearly on the 
task at hand.

iA Writer ($9/£9) and Ulysses 
($5/£5 monthly) offer distraction-
free writing environments that force 
you to zero in on just your words.

Additionally, MindNode ($3/£3 
monthly) can take you from bullet-
point list to fully interactive and 
customizable mind-map with a single 
tap. All these apps can help you 
rapidly craft and shape ideas before 
committing them to that all-important 
final document.

Even as an ancillary tool, your device 
can be useful to avoid distracting you 
from your main work display. When 
writing, for example, Chambers 
Dictionary ($10/£10) and Chambers 
Thesaurus ($5/£5) help you find the 
right words, rather than you heading 
to a browser and then finding yourself 
in an hours-long Wikipedia hole.

Elsewhere, Soulver ($3/£3) lets 
you tot up figures with ease, with 
an interface that’s like an interactive 
notepad combined with a simplified 
spreadsheet. It’s far better than 
wasting time with a traditional 
calculator.

Connectivity and security
Other key considerations when 
working from home are getting online 
and ensuring nothing bad happens to 
your data. 

Really, you should already be using 
a password manager, like iCloud 
Keychain, 1Password ($4/£4 
monthly), or Lastpass (free). And 
1Blocker ($15/£15 annually) is great 
for removing cruft from web pages 
when browsing. But these things 
aren’t specific to working from home.

Connectivity is, though, in one 
important way. Chances are, you’ll 
be using your home Wi-Fi to get 
online — and it’s unlikely to be as 
robust as your standard workplace’s 
connection, nor will it have the same 
service level. You must therefore 
figure out what to do should your 
internet access be cut off for an 
extended period.

Tethering your laptop to your iPhone 
(Settings > Personal Hotspot) can 
be a speedy remedy — but only if 
you’ve a data plan that allows this, 
and doesn’t cost the earth when you 
do tether. (The money side of things 
is also a consideration when using an 
iPad with cellular capabilities.)

Keeping documents safe is also 
of paramount importance. Your 
organization may mandate the use 
of server-based storage or content 
management systems. But any 
documents you create outside of 
such systems, and which are of 
importance, should be regularly 
backed up. 

Use iCloud Drive to store your 
files, and you’ll be able to fish out 
accidentally deleted documents for 
up to 30 days. Additionally, backup 
iPhones and iPads to iCloud (from 
free) daily, in case of disaster, and get 
a Backblaze plan ($6 monthly per 
computer) for desktops/laptops.

Should you make sporadic backups 
to a hard drive, use Clock to set a 
recurring reminder alarm.  n

STREAKS WORKOUT
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https://apps.apple.com/app/streaks-workout/id1044950341
https://apps.apple.com/app/oak-meditation-breathing/id1210209691
https://itunes.apple.com/app/bft-bear-focus-timer/id1328806990
https://apps.apple.com/app/ia-writer/id775737172
https://apps.apple.com/app/ulysses/id1225571038
https://apps.apple.com/app/mindnode-mind-map/id1218718027
https://apps.apple.com/app/chambers-dictionary/id314269183
https://apps.apple.com/app/chambers-thesaurus/id342112144
https://apps.apple.com/app/soulver/id348142037
https://apps.apple.com/app/id568903335
https://apps.apple.com/app/id324613447
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1365531024
https://www.backblaze.com/
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Get proper yoga 
sessions at home

Read digital comics 
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iCloud Drive
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Yoga at home

It’s never been easier to try a 
proper yoga session

You don’t need a studio to practise 
the ancient art of yoga – all you need 
is an empty space at home and the 
right iPhone app. Even if you’ve never 
done the downward dog on a yoga 
mat before, it’s never been easier 
to go from a yoga novice to the real 
deal using nothing but your iPhone or 
iPad.

Getting started

Before launching into your first pose, 
it’s wise to make sure you’re going 
to be as safe as possible while taking 
your virtual yoga class.

First, that means clearing a decent 
space in your home. Around 21 
square feet is a good rule of thumb, 
since it leaves space for a standard-
size yoga mat with some room around 
the edges, too.

Speaking of yoga mats, if you have 
one, use it – if you don’t, then 
consider ordering one. Mats are 
slightly cushioned and are gentler 
on your joints (especially those risky 
wrists), and should also give you 
more of a firm footing – particularly 
when used on hard floor surfaces.

For the same reason, practitioners 
of yoga are always advised to go 
barefoot. You’re less likely to slip on 
your yoga mat if you aren’t wearing 
socks.

Last, try to take your virtual yoga class 
when there’s no risk of interruption. 
This might be harder for those with 
families, but yoga is a mindful and 
peaceful practice; total immersion is 
definitely advised.

And if you’ve got an iPad, Apple TV, 
or even AirPlay speakers like Apple’s 
HomePod, use them. Yoga can 
work on the smaller-sized iPhone’s 
screen but you’re definitely going 
to appreciate a bigger screen and 
bigger sound experience.

Down dog

Down Dog is free to download on 
the App Store. It’s the yoga app we’d 
recommend for a number of reasons.

The first reason is choice. There’s a 
huge range of yoga practice types in 
Down Dog (Vinyasa, Hatha, Gentle, 
Restorative, Yin, Ashtanga, Chair, 
and Sun Salutation), and a total of six 
different practitioner voices to choose 
from.

All of those practice types means the 
app boasts a total of 60,000 different 
configurations. Down Dog randomly 
creates yoga routines based on 
these configurations, meaning you 
aren’t likely to complete the same 
routine twice. In this respect, the app 
emulates the feel of a real yoga class 
as closely as possible – you aren’t 
going to get bored easily.

The second reason we love Down 
Dog is that it’s beginner-friendly. 
There’s a free three-day introductory 
course which beginners will really 
appreciate. For those who’ve never 
stepped inside a yoga studio before, 
the course is perfect.

And the third reason we love Down 
Dog? Well, it’s packed with a bunch 
of well-thought-out features. For 
instance, you can alter the balance 
between music and voice in yoga 
routines, and you can set the app 
to offline mode if your Internet 
connection is unreliable.

The app’s boost feature also lets you 
focus on particular areas – like your 
back, neck, or hips.

Best of all, Down Dog is available 
entirely free of charge until May 
1, 2020 – the app usually carries 
a subscription fee of $8 (£8) per 
month, but to help those stuck at 
home during the pandemic the April 
fees have been waived entirely. There 
really has never been a better time to 
try out yoga at home.  n

DOWN DOG

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/yoga-down-dog/id983693694


Dive into digital 
comic books

From superheroes to noir 
thrillers, comics have  

something for everyone

Comics are far more than just 
superheroes punching each other. 
Modern comics come from a wide 
range of publishers, who release 
varied fare to satisfy all tastes.

And with digital, comics have never 
been more accessible. Here, we’ll 
show you how to use Comixology 
to get started with comics on your 
iPhone or iPad.

Get the app

Comixology is owned by Amazon. 
Install Comixology on your device, 
and sign in with your Amazon account 
(assuming you have one — if not, get 
one first).

Grab some comics

Select Free Comics from the drop-
down menu at the top-left of the 
screen. Tap the Download button 
on anything you like the look of. You 
can immediately tap Read to open 
a downloaded comic, or select a 
volume from the My Books tab.

Read your comic

By default, comics open in full-screen, 
maximizing available space. Tap 
the sides of the screen to navigate 
through the comic. By default, 
guided view is active on iPhone for 
many titles; this displays individual 
panels rather than whole pages – a 
great help on a small screen.

Fine-tune the app

Tap the center of the screen to view 
the toolbar. GV toggles guided view. 
To its left is a button to view page 
thumbnails. The cog icon opens an 
options panel, where you can disable 
page transitions, and adjust how 
Comixology behaves in landscape 
mode. (With Fit to Width off on iPad, 
you’ll get double-page spreads in 
landscape.)

Discover new comics

Close the current comic and select 
the Discover view to peruse 
Comixology’s catalog. On your 
device, you can add items to a wish 
list, but to purchase them you’ll need 
to use the Comixology website in 
Safari.

Use alternate readers

On the Comixology website, look 
out for titles that have a download 
icon on the same line that shows the 
language, age recommendation, and 
HD. With those titles, you can from 
My Books download CBZ and PDF 
copies from the Backups tab, and 
read them in an app of your choosing 
(rather than just in Comixology).

Chunky Comic Reader is a good 
choice for iPad, or an alternate app on 
your PC, Mac, or Android device.  n

COMIXOLOGY

https://www.comixology.com/
https://apps.apple.com/app/chunky-comic-reader/id663567628
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/comixology-comics-manga/id855282563


iCloud folder sharing

Using the new sharing features 
iOS 13.4 brings to iCloud Drive

With the launch of iOS 13.4, Apple 
has finally added the ability to share 
folders in iCloud Drive rather than the 
usual singular files.

In one fell swoop, this makes your 
iPhone a much more useful and 
collaborative productivity tool, with 
the kind of sharing capabilities that 
match the likes of Dropbox and other 
third-party cloud sharing apps.

So, how do you take advantage of this 
handy new iOS feature? Follow these 
steps.

Make sure everyone’s  
on board

The very first thing to do is make sure 
your device is running iOS 13.4 or 
later. That applies to everyone you 
intend to share the folder with, and 
they’ll need to have an Apple ID of 
their own too.

Note that this iCloud folder sharing 
feature also works with Macs on 
MacOS Catalina 10.15.4 or later.

Open the Files app

Open the Files app on your iPhone 
and tap iCloud Drive. Now navigate 
through to the folder you wish to 
share, but don’t open it.

Share with people

Long press the folder and tap Share. 
Now tap Add People and select 
how you’d like them to receive the 
invitation to your folder. You can 
choose Messages, Mail, AirDrop, 
or third-party apps like WhatsApp or 
Facebook.

You’ll now be taken to your chosen 
communication app, where you must 
select the people you wish to share 
with. You might notice that the folder 
appears to have been attached to the 
message.

Additional share options

Another feature you can access when 
selecting your sharing method is 
Share Options. Tap this and you can 
set it so that the people you share 
with can or can’t make changes to 
the folder. You can also limit access 
to those whom you invite directly, or 
open it out to anyone who receives 
the link.

The other end

The person or people you shared the 
folder with will receive a message 
with a link to the folder. They don’t 
need to worry about their iCloud 
storage space either – only the 
originator (that’s you) will have their 
storage allotment affected by the 
files.

If the folder contains any Pages, 
Numbers, Keynote documents 
or images, these will become 
collaborative documents that 
everyone with the appropriate 
permissions can contribute to.

Remove collaborators

You can also remove access privileges 
for your iCloud folder. Simply long-
press on the folder and hit Share, 
then select Show People. You’ll see 
a list of everyone with access to the 
folder.

Either Stop Sharing to cut all external 
access, or tap on individual people 
to alter their individual editing 
permission or Remove Access.  n



Ask an expert
Your questions answered

No time to drop into the Apple Store 
and ask the Genius Bar for help with 
your iPhone? Maybe our resident expert 
could help instead!

If you have a question, send it to swipe-
ideas@intelligenti.com and we may 
include the answer in the next issue of 
Swipe!

Q I’m due a new iPhone on my 
contract – is it worth waiting for 
the next model? Jackie

If you’re looking at the top end of the 
iPhone market, the next big upgrade 
will be the iPhone 12. However, that’s 
not expected to be announced until 
September – and could even be 
delayed further depending on how the 
Coronavirus pandemic plays out.

2019’s iPhone 11 range is still excellent, 
and if you’re due an upgrade now I 
would go for it immediately – if you can 
find somewhere that has them in stock!

However, if you’re considering 
something a little cheaper like the 
iPhone XS or even the iPhone 8, I would 
hang on just a little longer instead.

Apple is widely expected to announce 
a second edition of its budget-friendly 
iPhone SE this month. If the rumors 
are correct it’s likely to use the exact 
same casing as the iPhone 8 with vastly 
improved internals.

That means a better camera, faster 
processor, and much more, for the same 
price as the iPhone 8 currently sells for 
or perhaps even less – the last iPhone 
SE cost just $399. Waiting for this new 
handset will save a lot of money in the 
long term and give you a much better 
device in (hopefully) just a few weeks!

Now turn the page to see what’s in 
your next issue of Swipe

mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe


In your next packed issue...

Reviews
Stay informed on the latest 
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games for iOS

Features & Roundups
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